My fatter died April IStte It aeeujs
impossible ttet he should be dead.
I’m coming out from it now«a. alt hough
I will probably always have some
deep and buried crying for him.
WOP is still alive, and so am L As
long as I can, I’m going to try end
continue to pub this sine and improve
it« This is the anniversary issue,
and it’s not as full of humor as the
previous issues have been. You know
why now.

Don’t wij about me, now. HOOP is
here to attest to the fact that I?ra
still going.
Jim.
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A year Isn’t really a long time; it just
ssems that way.
At
ONE was
session
back, I

any rate, it? s a year ago now that WOOF
pubbed, I can remember the first nn > Taring
as though it were yesterday, I take that
remember it as though^ it were new.

I had had a bike accident, and I couldn,;t
uso ray left arm, I sat on a rocking-couch in our
basement and watched Ken Fletcher and Fred Has
kell collate the issue, I had tried to help them,
but my arc had started bleeding, I just sat tliere,
feeling my am trickle of blood inside the ban
dages, And slowly, H30P ONE was finished. Of course
that first ish was called INFINITE IE0PLAS,
but we’ll
overlook that right now,,,.

HOOP TWO wag nm off and collated entirely
by the editor,, It took me about tw weeks (and
one day of being sicks staying home from school
and finishing off the collating work.,) In review,
I thought HOOP TWO a better edited zine than the'
first issns. The only real advance was the beginning
of Jolin Kusske’s column^ "Kusske on APAs”, Other
than that and improvement in editing, the zine
stayed almost exactly the games, down to the bad repro
and. cheap yellow papers
Then came the third issue,, That ish shows
definite improvement, I experimented with better
quality papers and layout. This was the first is
sue to use tip-in illos; Jack Gaughan, sent me a
sheet of very fine illos which I had off-setted
and then tipped-in. (You'll find most of the rest
of the page in this issue..)

Now that was a collating party
John Kusske, Fletch and Fred Haskell helped me
do that,, Nate Bucklin came late and. missed eat% ing supper with us, We worked from 7:00 to 11:30
\ or so.-, Fred aid I worked on the tip-in stuff,
everybody else collated, When nearly all the

-zines wer® d©ne$ we sat around aad stapled issues®
Within the next t-hre® days ay mother and J.
finished eaUating the issue , and eventually HOOP
THREE sold completely out®

That was April first, 1968® Seventeen days
later my fat'her died® I loved him. as a. son should
lave his father®

oe<J. lot has happened in that year® I ap
proach ay senior year in high schools I approach
selling fiction professionally, I still live®
And so does HOOP® Although we missed an is
sue in the first vdluas, HXP will continue —
and hopefully publish those five issues a year®
If you look back to a copy of HOT THREE,
you8!! see @n ths contents page these words:
WHOQP 4 will be out June 15^ 19b8® (Barring
the rising of Atlantis aid the consequentile
sinking of the North .American continent
or
other such unforsesn incidents op

A great part of my continent Im fallen
into the seaj but Fm still alive* and so is HOOP.
** *

** * « .

This is the Amishs you know® Itfs not par
ticularly large — but I think that it8 a par
ticularly good® And for you people at the Baycon, this issue is printed especially for you®
(That sounds corny; actually this issue is to
celebrate both a year of publishing and my
going to the Worldcon®)
And so with a shout of “Happy Annish”,
I say good bye®

Zr® Horrible Editor®

SORT

OF LIKE A SCHSSHJHGCOL

By Hate Bucklin

I could write you about the Great Hawk Kidnapping Scandal; or about why the
Korners of Tyne decided to become the Oysters’ Masterpiece., and what the inhabi
tants of a certain apartment do in their spare time and why they’re having sn eviction party and drinking pops or about the time all six of us ware walking down
the freeway and hitched a ride for half a mile with a sane young man in a ear* But
there are other things involved, in life on the dark side of St„ Paul; there are
Sandies and Teds and parents and films, and every now and then people drop by un*
expectedly and call you to go with them* They did it to Tod* In fact;, they descend
ed upon his?; en masse ©ne Friday at work and told him? -Ted. you’re going to have
a party tonight.®

Ted shook himself softly and said: ®Okay* You’re all invited*”

Archie and Jan dropped by, then, not to Ted’s — in the same apartment build
ing with thsm9 and next door — but here* "Nate,” they said, ’’Ted’s throwing a.
party* Do you -wait to come?®
'‘I do*® Celeste was there* "May I come?1’ ®You may,
Jan’s family’s place, in Bayport, Minnesota, and picked
Jenny’s two guitars, and went back to Archie and Jan^s*
ing Johnny — went up to Archie® s and looked at some of
at his stereo set-up (the turntable was usable, and the
was a guitar thingy, the propert of Johnny; nice sounds
guitars, petted Archie and Jan’s cat* ®But where is the
asked* 8And when are we leaving?”

Celeste*8 We went out to
up Jen’s sister Jenny and
We all — six of us, count
Archie* g s~f titles, gaped
amplifier-speaker setup
came out of it), played
party?” eventually someone

®As soon as Tom and Elliott show up,” said Archie*
I will tell you who the people are*

Ted went to Macalester as lately as December, 1966; he is 23, disillusioned,
and a long way in debt, and someday scon lie will go home to New England* He is
a fantastic guitarist and can go on 15~minute solos repeating himself only occasion
ally; his voice is also great, and coffeehouses pay him good money and ask him
back* (I know; I’m entertainment manager at No Exit and I’m starting out next school
year with him*) He was once one of my best friends, because of Sandy* Sandy is the
self-centered, lying, beautiful talented girl whom everyone genuinely loved, ex
cept she’s changed*.*® Archie knew Ted and me, once went to Macalester ( a college
with the second highest proportion of National. Merit Scholars in the country); has
a phenomenal brain, from Texas, plays bass in a band which he welded out of nowhere,
married to Jan, who is only a person, after all* Celeste is 17, writes songs, sings,
is 6’2* and loves me. Poor girl* Johnny plays lead guitar for Archie and lives in
my apartment* Tom sings lead for Archie, and Elliott plays organ and piano and writes
poetry by himself while living with Tom in a certain apartment * Sandy-s minister
father makes movies and is filthy rich* Sandy herself didn’t come to this party * X
was glad*
But T® and Elliott did*

Et
i?e didn’t knor was
minute, they walked in... with long hair and
beads an Eliott and a anile on Tom. We went next door to Ted’s party, me first,
because they were going to be shewing one of Sandy’s father’s movies". Ue each picked
■ spot and it went on* Sandy’s father was there; he looks like Burl Ives and millions
of other people. He’s younger than the calendar thinks he is. (It was the last min
ute because the film was just about to start.)

The film was called "The Supper”. In it a fisherman investigates a padlocked
tent with an occupant. The tent had been padlocked for privacy, and from the inside;
the fisherman, alone up in the mountains, had brought a fish as a friendship offerings
The tent’s occupant suspiciously asks, "Are you alone?* The fisherman looks around
the scenery and says, "Sure", (The scenery is fairly desolate and clear; the fisher»an meant it.) From the inside the tent, after some simple dialogue, punctuated by
pauses — each of them thinks before speaking, the fisherman perhapsfrom lack of
practice, the man in the tent from suspicion, but wow, what tension— the tent’s
occupant invites the fisherman over for dinner at six. "Fish dinner?" "Fish dinner.,*
Fishing can be a lonely business, in that sort of country. Ths fisherman
could make a good living and have reason to stay where ho was without enjoying soli
tude; solitude was one of the rules of the game — but if he was going to have a
neighbor, he was going to be OM how happy*, The background music was Ted’s finger
picked "Freight Train Blues*; and as the fisherman ran smiling back toward home the
susic picked up noticeably, becoming thoroughly happy throughout even though — when
sung, with real words — the song is nothing like that*, And, returning at 6 with a
bottle of wine and a loaf of sourdough bread, he was still happy, excited. Fowl (So
was Io) And he was right on time, bearded, smiling. And there was a card table set
up cut side the tent, with two place settings, and an alwBinum-*foll covered bowl
that obviously contained the fish, and a wash basino

"Right on time," greeted the tentman.
"I brought you some wine," said the fisherman* "And some sourdough bread." Then,
questioning, just-in-cases "You like wine, don’t you?"

There was the usual pause*, "Sure," said the tentman. "Next to a good fish din»
ner, there’s nothing I like better than a bottle of wine*"
The fisherman washed his face, hands and anas in the basin* He finished*, "Go
ahead and eat," said the tentman. "I’ll be with ya in a second*," He had a gun idly
under his arm*
"You like that Winchester?" asked the fisherman, seating himself.

YY^;ate Bucklin came to the Twin Cities in 1966 from Dockton, Washington. He came
■ .
to go to Macalester College in St. Paul, and soon wound up very lonely
fellow fans. John Kusske, then editor of APA-45, visited him once in Aug
ust, 1966. But that was it, as far as Nate knew*, Then one night in Nov ember, of tliat
Glorious year, a fellow named Frank Stodolka. called several people throughout the
Minneapolis-St. Paul area., The next day, the Minn-Stf held its first meeting, and
Nate was there*, That* s when I first met 1dm, and he’s been one of my best friends
since thena
Nate has had sometldng printed in each and every ®0P so far ~~ he’s the only
person outside your Horrible Editor to Mid such an envious position — and this
is probably the best thing he’s done for the zine.
Nate goes back, to Macalester this year, soon to graduate, soon to make it as
a pro in the music field, and soon to Entertainment Manage at a Mac. coffeehouse,
&
The No Exit*, —JMf.

Pause* "Sure,” said the tentman* "After a good
fish dinner and a bottle of wine, there’s nothing
I like more than a good rifle*"

"I said' go ahead and eat/’ said the tentman a
short time later, still holding the rifle* ”1*11
be ■with ya in a second*" (The music stopped some
where in here*}
The tentnan wasn’t even washing upj he was just
standing there with the gun* There was nothing to
stop him from joining the fisherman immediately* But
the puzzled fisherman obeyed* He tore off the
aluminum foil —

And stoppedo

Inside the bowl was an unopened can of sockeye
salmon*

"Mister,” said the tentman, "next to a little
peace of mind, there* s nothing I like more than
some privacy*" He waited long enough for it to sink
in* "Now get ouU"
Angered, bewildered, terrified, the fisherman dodged left from his chair,
not looking
from the gunj sidled backward at full speed about fifteen feet, then
burned and ran like hell* He slipped, stumbled, recovered, and rolled and fell down
a t-i^nty-foot berk* The bread and wine were still intact, though probably not very
clem*
IE drank sons, sat some, and pandered some* lELs face
3ions q number of tines as lie thought at every angle*

switched

express

Slowly, gently, he left the bread and wine by the door of the tent, and went
the way ho had come*

The end*
All righty I ask you, what sort of person does it take to do that? That bor
ders on pure Christianity as I have heard it explainedx loving thy neighbor and
turning bhe other cheek are given high priority* But how many people act like that?
One person,.prior tc the party, had told Mr* Keller (Sandy’s father) that no one
in tiie world was* Bub I know a few people not everyone knows, because nobody knows
evezybcxVs acl Sandy never knew Mark Johnson* (Somewhere in this world are a num
ber* cf practically angelic people^ maybe if you are unreachable they hide, or per
haps bhey only touch the creative, the ones who can spread what they have to Sas’-*
Cr, again, maybe it’s normal variation in humans* I speculate and
dream a lot*)
Mark might* I’d try — except I ’lave gotten vindictive in one instance in the last
couple of years so I maybe that way after all* But think about it*

I told Mr* Keller that I was glad to find out that someone else saw some of
the same capabilities in man or men that I did, but the film hadn’t shown me any
thing I didn’t know* He accused me of intellectualizing, and of having missed the
lesson* I defended myself by clarifying that I was including the fact that I knew
people could be good and good neighborly under the most adverse of circumstances*
He counted that as a defense, and we talked, for one and a half hours about new lives,
(Christianity revisited, as shown predominately by the fisherman’s final action),
songwriting (icy own occupation) and college as they mutually affect each other, und
each other* Picture this as a reason for attending colleges so that you can *har«

coz'.zu
oxi .
psop. j ye;., xy "o .e.ch, 1... z ? on — so yen., an convince
people? ”. Ie-c ? » *. vr oz: t "
and so that yc cr i prove to employers that
;*o:' are
t yoti say and c-.L’.?
zjk (The 'letter is standard reasoning, the
former is note) Hr. Keller was also convinced that, a humanities background in colL ge and lie chance of discovering one true guru-typo (somoone clse’s word, not
ills or mine) to la^i truly f .01 would make it worthwliile for ne to stay in college
and stick it out with, a A. ,0; I retaliated by saying tliat
cvm personal situation
made learning how to deal with people on non-aeadcsMc grounds of highest priority,
and fiat my ow songwriting had r>U^med/was steening frxi such learning and attempts.
t/at college was worthwhile because of the people my own age, tliat I was more like
ly to find someone to groove Mth among the students, and therefore should
at
tempt to retain in sclnol because of the students but shouldn’t try too
hard
because if I did X might miss sens opportuniti«<> I think I convinced Mn more than
vise versa, but it Tzas
decision in any cvento
Aid in the nest roan, at the top of tlieir lungs, Ted end a girl frora the hos
pital ho works at were discussing drugs? ®There’s something beyond drugs, ” was a
general them; “drugs are a necessary temporary escape,” was another* They were
using full speed words without the necessary brainwork.. Ted was saying, ’Jesus was
a human being like you and ne — but he had a mind that just wouldn’t quit..® Some
one asked Mm, "How do you mean?” He said, ’’He’s still affecting you and everybody
here todayo” “How?" asked soneon©* ’’Without Jesus tliis party would never’ have ox=
iftod,® said Ted* “The fact that you’re all concerned about helping each other and
drugs and any sort of ultimate concern is all Jesus8 faulto" It was also true that
most of the people there were raised Clrrisbians; raising people as Christians is a
national pastime, after allo

Between the movie and anything else Mr* Keller had asked anyone who wasn’t in
volved please to go into the next room, shut the door and smoke pot or something* Ha
then stressed all the things for which drugs could be used, the tilings tliat could be
happening in this generation
(in which he has (a) a lot of faith, and ( ^ ) three
children) ?? wliat people are capable of, and how living a life of drugs could be con
sidered a waste* T. don’t romaabor how, but he did it all with persuasion instead of
by deliberately trying to subvert someone’s belief that drugs are a way of life*
When he asked people who weren’t involved to leave the tocei, nobody left* Yet I
asked Elliott, sitting on a couch in the bads, what he had thought of the movie and
ideas* KLliott replied, R0hoO*mano*oit ms a groovy thing to experience on acid*®

Poor Elliott*
Later on there was dancing to Four Tops mxsic; and Tod, wlio was on tape ploying
th© background music for "The Supper®, had proven in^rviaus to requests for him to
play liveo Unable to get Ted to play, a few people had started asking me to do it in
stead-, I couldn’t get into Archie’s apartment to get my guitar, however, and neither
of the two guitars in Ted’s apartment fit my standards (nylon strings, usual standard;
uffivATy relaxed only for playing in bands) so I didn’t do it* People gave
up ask
ing ms sooner than they gave up asking Ted? you see, I had reasons, where Ted, win
isn’t ths same kind of excuse-maker, ws "being t®rperamontalBo I was hoping someone
could talk him into it, but no luck-

I was home by three?. The party tapered off, instead of endings I talked to a
number of people? I didn’t find out whore Johiiny, Celeste, ArcMe and company had
gone until the next day; I discovered that it’s possible for someone to try as strong
ly to bridge the generation gap from the older side as sone are trying to maintain
it from, this side; I don’t believe I have ever seen more people doing more talking,
thinking, extrapolating, arguing, and wondering, with more successful results, at
any time in my lifeo
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Jir mte me to be a colwni&to Tills column had previous instaHaents in n^r own
zines long ago; I revived it under the same titleo Is this an original idea? I live
in St□ Paul, Mima, an 18, and do strange tilings0 Last year was my second year at
iiaealester Collage, though not totally sophomrie. There are numbers and types of
people around whom you have not seen, you lave not talked to, and you might not un
derstands Part of my job —- as a songwriter, if not as a person as student/teacher
— may bo tc rectify the situation.

Mr0 Keller helped me conclude one thing among otherss that the next Messiah
will be a songwriter/performer; and Tod says that ha lias been born,in 1956. I811
be waitings
«pr:«B Nate Bucklin.

Abandoned, a banner lies half-tom,
half-hidden in the rubble,
lending its faded color
to brighten the gray confusion underfoot.
A thousand loflets still offer
their peaceful propositions
now whispered in their wadded mstlings.
The perftaae of ten thousand flowers
gives way to stmehful rot
as, abandoned by the lovo children,
they6 re trampled underfoot.
Somewhere, men still die.
The brightness of their spilling blood,
the stink of the flame-crisped flesh,
the sound of their gasped-cut final screams,
is but faintly echoed in the
forgotten remnants of protest.
The sounds of pranises
have filled the bogging caps
of those wlio asked for- peace;
their
thsir nos®, thoir cars
are grateful of this politic stopper
against unpleasant sensationo
Soon, even the tattered rubble
of the now-abandoned parade
will be cleared avray
by tlie macliinery
that keeps our nation dean.

— Joyce Fister.

—•

You may be wondering what John
Kusske is doings.. Well, he’s in the
Army; soon he’ll be in Okinawa. The
next Kusske on APAs will be -written
from there. And away we go....
To St, Louis, that is......
I

A LOOK AT GENZINES

Being a member of the United States Fighting Forces, I have bean cut off
from the main, flow of fandom for the last four months. I haven’t seen a mailing
from. any of the apas of which I am a member, and I’ve seen dam few fanzines.
This is due to the fact that I requested my parents to hold all my mail at
hone.. This last weekend, however, I took a trip to St* Louis visiting The
y
Fishers and The Couches while I was there. The number of genzines that they
had recleved impressed me. Apparently, I thought to myself, there is some
truth to the statement that genzine fandom is reading a peak®
However, to grind an old ax, quantity is not quality? and the increasing num
ber of titles only accentuates a problem that has been with fandom for cuite some
times a sliortage of writers. There are very few fanzine fans who merely write;
most of then want to edit, too. In the old days this wasn’t a matter for much con
cern; people didn’t have as much money then, and duplicating equipment was more ex
pensive. Generally, by the time a person was rich enough to afford a mimeo or a
ditto, he was mature enough to turn out half-way competent material. Today, however,
the typical neo is different. A good mimeo doesn’t cost much more than an expensive
toy, and the parents of the 13-year-old Neffer probably don’t regard the mimeo as
something very meh diffrent from a toy. Consequently, whenever the neo decides tliat
he wants to put out a fanzine, he is ready. He lias the money, the machine, the time,
and he can get a mailing list. All he needs is sufficient talent and judgement, and
unfortunately, those are the hardest qualities to botain.

To tell the truth, I haven’t read very many of the "New Wave Glut.” I was only
in St. Louis two days, and naturally I was much more interested in the people than
I was in tlie zines that they are recieving. However, I did see that quite a few
zines are using either the horridly-scribbled work of some known fan, or the tear
fully sweated-over product of the neo. And I noticed that neither variety of 1968
fan-writing is very worthwhile.

It is time, I think, for people to revise their values. The attitude that "any
fanzine is a good fanzine” , although flowing from the breast of human kindness, is
responsible for quite a bit of vinegar. I say that a poor fanzine is worse tlian no
fanzine at all. A poor fanzine wastes the time of the person who writes it, who
reads it, and that of the person who ultimately collects it. A poor fanzines lowers
the status of fendco. every time it appears. People are reluctant to criticize poor
fanzines because they hurt the producer. But I say that criticism is a kindness.
I just one of those 13-year-old Neffers can be stopped, fandom will be a better
place, and the kid will be a better person.

A FAN IN TIE AW
Quite recently I remembered that I am not tne only fan who lias sewed a
term in the militaiy. Indeed, several people at the present time are in the
same situation that I am. Rich Mann, for example, who is in the Air Force;
Milt Stevens, who is a swabbie; they’re also trying to fit a fannish life
into a martial one. I’ve read a few old fanzines written by soldiers. I remeciber one article written from Europe during WII and one written from Korea

— ip™

during th® unpleasantness there. A training fort in the United States, I decide,
is not the worst place the army could send me; and if I®m not going to get any
fanac done here, I’m not going to do any in Viet Nam, if I go there.

The most important liability that array life has is its lack of freedom. A
nan can5t plan, because he may be picked for KP or guard duty or anything else on
the day that he wants to do something, A man can’t decide what and when he wants
to eat, when lie’ll go to bed, or even how he’11 spend Ms free time (there is a
very limited amount of amusent avaialable on an array post, and any such facilities
are always very crowded.) There’s always somebody standing by telling me what to
do, I don’t like it.
Once a person makes it through basic training, however, the army isn’t hard,
Unless you’re sent to Viet Nam as ’’Mght-woapons infantry”, that is. The work is
e&sy9 although it’s time-consusingo It is possible to learn how to treat Sergeants
so that they won’t give you too much static. Free time can be utilized to the best
advantage. You won’t have as much freedom as you did in civilian life, but you can
learn to make do with what you have.

Baste training is mainly an eight-week toughening-up course. The physical as
pect is difficult; the marches are long, ths exercises painful, and the living
conditions are poor. But it only lasts eight weeks, and it is almost impossible to
flunk. There are three ways a person can theoretically fail to pass: Flunking
the final physical training test, flunking the final academic test, and failing
to qualify with a rifle. In reality, if a man fails any one or all of these, he
will merely be retarded a few weeks. If he
doesn’t pass then, they just throw
up their hands and let him pass,

I’ve been doing quite well here, actuallyg l.fy attitude is that I’ve only got
three years of this crap; three years will eventually go by. If I keep my nose
clean, they may let me out on March 31, 1971 . If I screw up, they may not. So, I
don’t give anybody trouble, I do what I’m told, and I keep my mouth shut. Occasion
ally I type fanzine articles in class, but they’ll hardly put me in the stockade
for doing that® All in all, I think the time Mil go pretty fast® Already four
months
ar© gone, and that’s l/9th of my term. By this time next year
I’ll be almost half through.

A POCKET GUIDE TO ST. LOUIS FANDOM
There are three main foci in the fannish scene in St. Louis. They are
Iha ZlshfiSi? .W Cga^jga, and Th£ Mto Bid. I don’t know which is more im
portant; I suspect, however, that at the moment the Worldcon Bid is. Ray
Figher® s apartment in Forest Park in west St. Louis sems to be the, informal
meeting place. There the people get together for off-the-wall gab sessions,
the predominant form of fanac for most organized clubs. Ray Fisher is a jolly
Bruce Pelz. He does not have a beard, is slightly taller, and laughs more than
Bruce, but they both weigh about the same. I wouldn’t want to get into a feud with
Ray, but then I wouldn’t want to get© one with Bruce either. Ray naturally domi
nates any conversation. His presence is so overpowering that it is impossible to
ignore him, and he speaks well and knowledgably. He can discuss almost anything
confidently, and Ray lias earned the title of "The Great "White Father” from St.
Louis fandom.

Jovce Fisher, curiously enough, resembles Dian Pelz. She is small, like Dian;
she likes cats; she has the same irreverent character, yet there is a difference.
Although Dian draws party pictures, Joyce writes poetry. She is a capable fan
editress, as Odd attests. It® s unfortunate that Ray married her, because every male
fan should have a wife like Joyce.

-K~

XhO
ere a raritys a whole faMiy of fans« Work-fag -Ira"- .^vb^t;! the
head.j, on down, there are five fans in this fwilye The youngest;is 12
years old, I would guess. They live in a total fan environment. The wells bear
STAR TREK- and Bob Dylan posters, the den is full of ‘books and fanzines, the floors
are filled with cats, and names such as ”Ted White” and "Harlan Ellison” are casu
ally mentioned.
The Worldcoa -Did is, of course, the big deal, in St. Louis now, I had no idea
that trying to get a con could be such a hassle a It involves relations with hotel
nanagemant, elevator operators, house detectives, rules, and unions. It involves
the cost of beer in Oakland, California, liquor laws, Guests of Honor, Open Parties
and lime juice fox’ Harlan Ellison® But most especially it involves the opposition.
*Vhat is the opposition doing?0 is a major topic, because whatever the Columbus
people do the St® Louis people have to top, or they might not get the convention
So far, from what Pre been able to gather, the St« Louis people h&v® been topping
the opposition*
Ml in all, St. Louis fandom Is a very bewildering place to an outsider who
is thrown in for a very short time. There is so much going on that it is difficult
to keep everything straight. "You csn^t tell the players without a program" is
literally true. I imagine this same thing can be said about just about every other
large-city fandom, but ths point struck home to me in St. Lovis-.

John asks me to relate that the ‘
name of this column will remain
"Kusske on APAs” because he in
tends to get back on the
subVery Soon Now.
-4K.

AP&-45 (Amateur Press Association of 1945) for fans bow after January 1st. 1945®
Lesleigh Couch (Rt. 2, Box 889; Arnold, Moa; 63OIO) becomes OE with
the 17th mailing} all correspondence should be sent to her, now.
The present mailing is the 16th, and it8 s one of the best. Much of
the art this time is lower in quality than normal ...however most of the written
material is up to usual (and high) quality. Largest zines this times Lesleigh and
Crhis Couches GUARK; Bob Vardeman8‘s SAIWCRM; Ed Smith’s FLIP; H^rk Luttrell’s
STARLING (edited with assistance from Lesleigh Cbuch); Mike Horvat’s CRABAPPLE GA
ZETTE; Fred Haskell’s LOVE; ID from Jim Reuss; Ken Fletcher’1 s and Cliff Ollia’s
Diplomacy zine, INTERNATIONAL ENQUIRER; and finally yr. horrible editor’s DIMENSION
Waiting list now has seven people on it, and there were 350 pages in this
mailing.
SAPS (Spectator Amateur Press
Society). Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Busby.
This is th® 84th mailing; 255 pages in it. 26 people on the wl, and
write the Busbys at 2852 14th Ave. W.; Seattle, Nash.; 98119.
Largest sines in the mailing were Lon Atkins8 GRO; POT POUERI 52
Ir4sh John
SPACEWARD 88 from Art Rapp; Carol Ballard®s BASINGSTOKE;
JOURNAL OF THE HENRY JAMES APPRECIATION SOCIETY fft» John Foyster; and Elinor
Busby’s GOSLING 9. Also of interest (and largest thing in the mailing) is a gemzine (circa 1956) called SINISTERRA from the Busby’s, Wally Weber, Otto Pfeifer
and (I presume) Terry Carr.
It looks as though a lot of people will be dropped with this or the next
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who 1.. r'T^rnnt’y

lef ,.•**

.'t„; h.: .3 Anri, '.shir J ' '^■^, . /)
i hereviatic for the dusty’
#46, ^iigust, ?'• <. in,
■ "hr all t f xd . but a ^sueT , sT?j£> fc^sue*. flitch w^t on to sa;
U vx of th® U-st SuKitit"
Injctoliq dr
ftr^csKwere 142 pages in this issue, with the ^svt* zines (accost Lr /. to Fletch
xi; .:Q<ME2;AKG 9 from John and Jan r/yfai; MAl’dfui WMMrNrS 9 from Xlice Barrier-.
.y I
s BPAMSTDN 14; and Fred Patten* s HEAVY VA>t 35,
h^re are 16 people in the wl at preset t...

1 trust that there are some of you out there reading bbls who remember readuv the first issue* Those of you uno <fo remeaaber I 11 jog your memory; those of
■u w’o weren’t around the first time, 1*11 explain*«o
Back tn the first issue, I had a small item predicting Giat was going to be
the upcoming issue -»-• the second HDCPo Kot one of the things predicted for the
wwi Issue in rtiFIKrE HOOPLAS came truea

■«e do bsva a file, now
albeit ever so humble and small — of material P and
eva guarantee a few things next issue*
For instance, we guarantee that next issue will be a special humr issue. Tliis
.tai that veell carry about two serious items* with most of the rest of th® zine
■«yed for laffSc

ie h»/e a short story next issue by Jerry Kaufcan. It*s called «Simple Quil>®#
it’s about the most damnable children you’ve ever read about.- Like* they came
■ u Abrams8 office and wanted a floor to tlienselves in a building« They were Silurhad the money to pay for it* of course**c

Then, we have something called * Auntie FamewP Auntie Fame is an answer to
rr- L'y-iders* I’d guess* She weighs several stone, howHver* and reminds me no end
« . aaale Wo C,. Fields SheMs part of the laff-stuff* next timeoao&s if you
.
guess* EgadS
"ne re e also the lettered * Kwske on APAs (wri.A'ten from. Okinawa), and the
. t il you send in before the Oept*inb -r hlths,
deadlineo

‘ne 1 st thiw,... oone issue tn each volume wi;. 1 >■ a humor ismo* We mlss<K tu
■u v.one, and t x- Xm?,''- ju- * iX/^ldn’t be • humor ish; so the fim;
"■■r.u beeaQ< : t'
Ther®* r) uc non ’Sa proialsel

A strange stray.,*.
a puzsle...» reEmber
*toraorrow> and tononvw,
and tooorrow* while reading j
but not Ssound and

It was the day of Charlie® s weddings
"With a brief glimpse at the bright, fresh, clean new day, the young man
bounded up the steps., those cards of a deck spread beneath hiuu A acmsnt later he
entered the building, glanced at the directory, whirled in despair, glanced back,
whirled, darted up the stairs, halted on the chasm of the floor above, and gentlycrept into the waiting rocan0

There was a desk reigning in the center, its fat arms stretching almost to the
wall m either side. Like prostrate and willing subjects, weary people sat on the
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■; til®.

■ students who trembl® Kisaxy■ e cd ,efou the Qt^t Gcc Bx®
asu: ■ ,-j fearful,
life young man thougnt^ but then
stopped, for tno thought was detached, and
stared basic at him*
It was deathly quiet* lbw terribly odd that we associate those tilings, he
thooghto Death and quiet* He swilled the words in his mouth until they were rounds
identicsl, grapes* As if*o*as if death were the end of it all, really, as if the
silence of a death spreads like a sponge, soaking everywhere with the sorrow* Odd,
Tory odloooo

Charlie tiptoed to the desk and confidently cleared his throats The nan
stampAng forms looked up; then, Ills smooth, perfect hands unheeding, lie spoke
frac a slitted month in a harsh, monotone, and breathed censure from. his eyeholes*

*Yes?«

®Uh, I-I got this letter yesterday aixuad, uh, it’s***® Charlie ground to
halt and shoved the limp card at the man who bobbed his head and plucked a numjot and scrawled it on the card* He gave the number to Charlie*
Wait* When***flash your number, come**cdesk***ready for you then*® The head
went down, the gate clanged, the drawbridge was up*

Charlie took a seat between a fat bastard and a young, thin wsan whose child
wept ©n its mother8s sweatcred bosom* The Fat Bastard suckled at a horribly black
government cigar and spat the smoke to one of tliose stuffy, simpering, spiteful
spinsters, who wrinkled her nose in dismissal*
’’AHo,” the Fat Bastard saidQ He jerked Ms sparse strands of hair at a girl
across the room* BShe8s a bit of all right, eh? Wouldn’t mind knockin8 8 er about a
bit, eh?
ye-eso®

Sb&o

to?£

The girl crossed her legs and glanced up at Charlie* Forget its buster* And
Charlie slumped in his seat*

How callous* How crude and despicable to be unaware that here we sit on a
speck of dust that3 s nowhere* really* It®s all so— so X^lgpifigent* Really*
And nothing is noble on a speck of dust* IfotWg if noble* Nothing is worth it*
And all
our little exchanges arid facades are so riMoulcus, really*
The clock giggled its tick-tock and Charlie sneered at it* How caHousi How
crude and despicable?,
W90a are you? I8m Freddy Bates* Cort I went an® did this on a dare* I8m gonna
enjoy this, I am* CorP said the Fat Bastard, leering at a comely teenager* He dug
Cijarlie in the ribs* He reeked beer and ignorance, oozed it from his oily pores,
through his limpid double-breasted suit, into a little puddle of muck on the floor*
Cor?. The room. gasped and the summer breeze pressed against the window* Pleas© let
me la* Please* I promise not to be too windy* Please?
Charlie sighed and let it in* It wliooped with delight and fled to the girl;
it mischievously lifted her skirt, exposed white tiiighs* Oh God oh God oh God,
moaned Charlie*

wCor&w said the Fat Bastard*

The girl stared angrily at Charlie and unf'airly pulled hex* skirt down# I weep,
thought Charlie# I weep for you in your knee-length skirt, yo^ skin-tight blouse,
your piled coiffure, oh girl# I veep for your wad of gum as you tear its 'poor life
from it, oh girl# I weep for you# And I weep for myself.-. I really do, I really do#

Are you rejected, oh girl? Is that it? You defiantly pull your skirt down be
cause you®re not in the mood to arouse us? Or is it because (it is really, isn’t it?)
you know that we’ll reject you# You’ve been through this before, I know# Ueli, I
won’t i-ejert you, girl# Please let me try# I wn’t reject you#
itsu^lSt^o

Charlie gasped and fumbled for a cigarette# B0h damn#81 Flustered at his langunge#
aUh?® said the Fat Bastard, Ms ogling ripped away#
®X=1 left my good cigarettes at home# Those are those new short-short tilings..
Hardly a decent smoke in them, really#® He stared at the pack as if it didn’t belong,
(It didn’t really, 'lid it?)

®Out a fags? ’Ere^ than, -are one a my seegarsS” The Fat Bastard clutched a
nest of government phallic symbols* Charlie shuddered and turned a^ray, visiting
invisibly* Horrid*,

Tj^k-tock# tick-tock# hooted the Mock# Hars har, Mr# Shocked you# Hahahatehahaha#
X want to got out of here, said Charlie# I want to get out of here and go home
to my little squashed cubicle# I want to lie there on. tM bed in foetal position
and cry to the door#
Oh GodS Wly’d I ever lot Frederick talk me into it? WyM I decide to go
through with it? Wy? Why?
mmnured the Fat Bastard at a uniformed secretary# ®Corlw

Charlie squeezed his eyes and rubbed than to the back of Ms skull# Oh God oh Goal
’’Look 8ere,® said th© Fat Bastard, insensitively interrupting*
cup a char# Want any? And save ry place#9

gonna get a

Charlie shook his head, then nodded# The Fat Bastard waddled to the door and
leaned in the direction of the canteen* The secretary sauntered pasty breasts bobbing,
her hips keeping time to the clock* Corl

A umber flashed on the board# The thix^vusai^Mtl^b^ rose and marched to
the desk# She spoke earnestly to the faceless stamper and was ushered out by an
obese matron in white#
Like a hospital, Charlie thought# And it frightened him#
This is a hospital, Charlie thought#
They won’t marry me off,
they’ll kill me# They’re a bunch of damned — here lie bit Ms lip — assassins^ There
is no computer^ It’s just a mound of cadavers in this building, beyond this roan#
They’re going to Mil met
Oh Godl Assassins in 19911 Ue have a surplus population! The government* s
erterminat.ing th© extra people# It’s not fair! It’s ret fair!

-IC~

The r
Bustard returned. two steam'Sng ibufs in Ills ‘ists- ***Tire. I bi'ou.'lit vou
one anywagr* Jew, you look lik: yo.-. could do wiv a bit a teaBw
Charlie took the cup. its weiglrt leaguing do*»3? Ms an;* and muttered thanks<> Th
clouded his (^Lasses; he mcanxl and put them in Mo pocket*

bteste

Tim teawaa too weru&’How horrldl A ghastly cAny A'oak tea* But ho sipped and
retched alternately* The warmth dissipate! his guilt and shame and fear*
Charlie peeked from behind bis cup at the Fat Bastard.* What sort vns hg Did
they classify him as Freddy Vmtsisnames Fat Bastard? Occupation; Lechery? How would
they pick a mate for Mm? Ko doubt sms snivellings, aasocMstic nymphomaniac,
Charlie tboughtB Iforsidi

oocAnd bow do they

classify me?

A manbor flickered above the dos!:*
noticing the number Cliarlie hello

"’Ey, init yours?9* said the Fat Bastard,

•Uh, y®s, it iso” Charlie stood up now, all hero, all leading nan, his face
posed nobly for the rustling canoi'a, his mind clean and strong and stalwart for the
final, volley that would signify his passing onl
Passing on? How absurdi To call it passing oni Ridiaulousl Efe knew naw that
behind the anonymous uniforms lay warmth and kindness.

I truly believe that they are really going to marry me off, he thought*

"Been nice ’avia’ a chat wiv you, it 8assM the Fat Bastard was saying* He was
quite full of sorrow* "Good luck* An* I ’ope you’ll be satisfied wiv your marriage
partner*w Charlie shook the sticky fish-hand, then, let it merge with the blur that
was the Fat Bastard*
The man at tlie desk said, *Ah, hero you ar©, Hr* Freydell... If you’ll just ao
ccc^aay our Mr* Henting here, we’ll take you to the judge for the wedding ceresaonieso
I hope you’ve enjoyed your visit, sir*** How human Ms voice, thought Charlie, startup
appreciatively at the other’s firm, masculine features* I.oeI quite like hisu

As they walked dovxi the corridor, Charlie turned to Our Mro Henting and asked,
"Purely from curiousness of course, but what’s my mate9s name?®

Our Mr.. Henting. consulted his foldero

Ji

e have loir? of letters this time around, but the lettered will still
be a little short® T’e ask you to remember that Yr® Horrible Editor’s
comments have a little red line along their left-hand margin.,,®
Away we go... starting id th a post-card from:
ROBERT BLOCH:

Dear Jim: I’d like to send a LoC but a PoC is easier right now, since I’ve a
deadline to meet on a screenplay. But in either case, I want to congratulate you on
HOOP #3 and thank you for sending me a copy® Lots of goodies, and I wish I9d been
able to join you, Simak, Dickson, DeVet and the rest at the Minicon® Glad you were
able to provoke a comment from Bob Tucker — I haven’t heard from him since the days
he was writing under the name of Arthur Loo Zagat®
THE EIGHTH STAGE OF FANDOM is going out of print ouite shortly, I’m told, so
you can stop worrying about who wrote lto The tiling to really worry about is that
someday I might do another such book.
Your reviews are highly informative, and I’m grateful to you for rolling HOOP
my way® .All the best®
—2111 Sunset Crest Dr®; Los Angeles, Cal®; 90016®

I’m certain that it’s been said before, but by this time Bhob must be all

j
j
i
I

Tuckered
As to being all Tagated out, I can’t sa^..*^
The Postal Pterodactyl thanks you for getting this little gem to
us, and of course thanks you for writing it* “Tucker®*,Zagat*..i"
Excuse me folks; 1 just fell off the chair laughing..

LEIGH COUCH:

Dear Jim: HOOP is one of the most colorful fanzines I have recieved and your
lettering and layout keep tilings interesting,, The illo for "Kusske on Apes" is
especially good* Do you know this quote?
"FAPA is the only graveyard with a wait
ing list** My difficulty is that I can’t remember who said it but I’m sure one of
your readers will provide the source* The Apa article was excellent* I hope John’s
present condition of servitude will not keep him from writing,, Enjoyed the report
on Minicon I and 60 people is a very good attendance figure for a first time* Why
is it that all fan parties end about 6:00? Fanzine reviews, very concise and good*
I must agree with Bob Vardeman, M«F* (Major Find) that the SF boom, as it continues
to develop, will deal with what Ballard lias called "inner space** SF has predicted
many developments in the hard sciences that are now matters of fact, if the authors
can prod the same kind of tlilnking in the fields of psychology and sociology, who
knows, man may learn as much about himself in the future as he now knows about how
a flashlight works* Vlouldn’t that be a help? Keep I OOP coming so I can have a copy
of my very own and won’t have to get it out of the APA45 mailing* Thanx*
— Rt® 2 Box 889; Arnold, Mo®; 63010*

I really don’t know about "inner space", myself*
1 Jack Gaughan makes an interesting point somewhere below (we911 let
■ him make his point on his own) about a boom; perhaps the period fen
would like is a period of transition* The period of transition would
be something like the pre-war Campbell period* You’d have an influx
of good material by good new writers *
Then there’s the sort of boom that SF needs; that kind of boom
would see SF sales increasing tremendously* More than better sales3
SF needs a larger readership® Like, ANALOG ought to have twice as
many copies sold as it now does, IF and GALAXY two or three times
their present circulation*
For that kind of boon to be meaningful, however, you ought to have
a transitional time* At the least you should have a tremendous influx
; of good new material* Hopefully, it would be both kinds*
We had a boom in 1939; only Campbell’s two magazines produced meaningful material* We had a boom, around 195O-®53* Only three magazines
consistently printed meaningful material (although there were magazines
< that printed very entertaining writing®)
I hope that we have a boom in the next few years* If I am
lucky,
I’ll be taking part in helping to make the boom,, I’d be
very proud
to help make it a meaningful boom, at the least*
HARRI WARNER, Jr.x
Dear Jims I was happy to see the third issue of HOOP and unhappy to be unable to
send IDPIZONS in trade as you suggested* Right now, all of the handful of non-FAPA
copies are committed., to either extremely old friends or to people who are nearing
admission to FAP.A* But maybe some of these people will emigrate to Argentina or some
thing and I’ll try to remember you if there should be some spare copies in the near
future* Meanwhile, I can provide a loc, since nobody seems to have discovered an upper
limit on the number of those things that a foolish fan can emit*
The material about the Minn-Stf was particularly interesting to me* You probably
didn’t send this issue to more than a half-dozen people who remember reading about
the old MFS of World War Two days without knowing that organization’s members in the
personal sense* The Impression that it gave to the fan who knew it only through the
mails was very good, free from the constant bickering and lacking in the pretentious-'

ness "that afflicted so
many fan groupYtyur new
group acts as if it might
follow that traditiCDo I
hope it produces as many
brilliant new fans and pro
fessional writers as the
old group didw It must have
second place as a source of
creativity, among the fan
groups of its era, topped
only by ths Futurian Soci
ety of New Yorko
I wouldn’t want to
guess about the accuracy of
your prediction that sci
ence fiction Is entering
another boon periodo But
you must remember that it® s
constantly in a boom period,
In seme respectBc While
fans groan and lament the
decline of the prozines,
they never seem to realise
that science fiction is the
nation’s leading type of
fiction,; as far as wigasinos
devoted solely to fiction
are concerned ( unless you
count the fiction publica
tions that are disguised
as true detective cases and
true confessionso) It’ s the
only kind of fiction that
shows up frequently in
vJtrM
to
short story and novelette
form in the paperback? al
most all the other ’ypes of fiction are overwhelmingly confined to the novel
between soft covers. It’s the only kind of fiction that has big conventions, a fan
dom, and enough com .umi cation among readers to influence television networks,. Trig
only kind of boom ti&t is really lacking for science fiction, I think, is the quality
boan0 If science fiction ever starts to be written more consistently with the highest
literary values, putting real-seeming people into the stories as chracters instead
of cardboard stereotypes, forgetting some of the stupid taboos that are hangovers fret.,
tlie pulp magazine editing convention, then fans will brave to turn to western find de
tective stories to fjel themselves back in a pioneering role trying to rescue a kind
of fiction from oblivion^
"The Awakening” was quite interestingo I suppose "undisciplined" is the shortest
criticism I can make of itc The writing is brilliant in many spots, you show a good
ability to make she story move forward without lingering over the dull spots, and you
genuinely captured my interest, made me want to keep reading to find out what was
happening and what was
about to liappen, The "undisciplined” refers mainly to the
fact that there are
somewhat too many episodes for a story of this length, sone
novel and fresh scenes are jammed up close against the most routine kind of plot cli
dies, and there isn’t as much tldnking out of the alien as there should bea I’d likp
to suggest putting this away for six months or so without thinking much about it, t! h
trying to rewrite it after that time, when you-re able to look at it a bit more ob
jectively o The result would probably be either very much like van Vogt or completely
different from his style, instead of the constant reminders of vV alternating with
fiction in different traditions^, Please don’t think that I8m saying so many critical
-IO-
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;otn: Kusske has analyzed 57PA tc pert action, quite a feat on the part of of a
person who isn t a member. I4ve been griping end fussing in my FAP A publication for
years in meh the same way, to no avail. The majority of the members are older, semigafiated fans who like things as they are and have forgotten how much better things
used to be when there was constant fresh blood from comparatively new fans. The best
solution would be to scrap completely the method of handling the waiting list. The
only merit of this method is that it’s traditional. Some day, some apa somewhere is
going to stop using the order of application as the only criterion for accepting new
aaberso This radical apa will admit new members by invitation on the basis of popu
larity polls or the preference of the apa’s membership or quantity of fanac or some
similar sensible method. That apa will instantly become so splendid that all the other
apa groups will copy the new system. In a few more years, all fans will think back
and marvel at how stupid fans used to be, building apa membership in the way you de
cide who gets his groceries checked out next, rather than through the method used by
the best universities to select new students.
The big letter section was interesting even though I wasn’t familiar with the
events under discussion. The first and only Minneapolis con, which Ray Fisher men
tions, was the Invention, held on April 1, 1952. It went down in fan history for sev
eral reasonss it was the only con that has no trouble at all with mundane people com
plaining about the noise made by fans, for instance, and one of the very few cons of
the era where Bob Bloch wasn’t toastmaster.
However, the Minicon sounds as if it had a lot of merits, too. The trouble with
static electricity was amusing and novel to the history of cons, to the best of my
knowledge, You’re lucky that you got those pictures, because when conditions are right
for static electricity, you can sometimes suffer all sorts of problems with streaks
on film resulting from tiny flashes of light as the layers separate in the roll as you
turn the film advance knob. I’m astonished at the fact that you got this much fidelity
from the pictures on the photo page; I wouldn’t have guessed that the ditto process
was capable of producing recognizable images. Apparently the bigger the image of the
person’s face on. the print, the better it reproduces, and I imagine that head and shoul
der closeups would turn out beautifully. End of page, end of time, Yrs,, & e.
0^423 Sumit Ave,,; Hagerstown, Maryland; 21740,
Harry Warner writes uneditable letters, It’s impossible to cut
, the letter because even the sections directed at the editor are so
Interesting,.,
You are right about SF being in a constant ’’boom.”; to my mind,
only ANALOG has really gone down-hill in the last few years. (AMAZ■ ING and FANTASTIC have picked up somewhat: the Doc Lowndes magazines
have certainly improved in story quality.) It just looks as though
there will be more science fiction magazines in the future — I hope
they print better material as a whole than. did the 1950®s boomzines,
The reason I would be hesitant to have apas adopt yw system of
entrance to the apa is because fans are not going to be as detached
: or objective in their choices as a college dean, I can see how such
? a system could help FAPA; FAPA. is in bad shape, and it
needs somei thing like this to shake it up into new life.
Basically, I don’t really mind waiting on a WL (although I wish I
could be in the apa sooner, of course.) The ML does accomplish one
| good things it allows neofans like me to grow up a little bit before
! getting into the apa. I’ve certainly improved since my first days in
| fandom back in 1966...and my APA45zines show it. My first SAPSzine
I will certainly be a lot better than my first APA45zine, I matured in
| the two year Interval between joining the apas. (I’ll be in SAPS some? time later this year.)
Your comments on «Awakening” are exactly the kind of friendly crit| cism I want and need, Ted White often says that the new fans who print
' their own stories always wind up as lousy writers, and never get good
| criticism, I think you’re one of the people who prove him wrong.

Dear Jim; H30P 3 was really good-. You have a fine
fanzine tiered Tonite
WBAI is having a narration and I don’t want to miss a word brilliantly uttered by
Steve Post<,
IBOP-LABSs
1) The Awakening (Really good's Phen I start my fma — in 6 monthsl 1 hope —
maybe you’d contrib — Please?—Anything.)
2)
KUSSKE ON APAS — what
' can I say?
3)
Minicon — Sounds like you’ll have a good regional in Minnesota from now on.
4)
(Tiedo) Y’ED COMMENTS and MINN-STF (such stf) FIRST MINS, end HOURS.
5)
HOOP SNAKE.
There® New Worlds (11 Goodge St.; London, V.lj England) $1 a copy, $10A?» Is
definitely alive but needs money. It even has a British Arts Council Grant. I agree
(8) with the rest of your boom bit. Ck — I gotta go® Bye?,
—668 Westover Rd.; Stamford, Conn.; 06902.

It really is too bad that VBAI doesn’t lease out its tapes of
^'the SF programs to other radS.o stations. KUQM (the University of
! Minnesota station, here in Minneapolis) would very probably like
to air them. I’d certainly like to hear them. And as we all know,
you can’t pick up IM stations from that far away. ZotdamnJ
I8d like to sub to New Worlds^, but can’t. Lack of money® If I
: do go to Bayeon, I know I won’t be able to sub to NV in a while.
Speaking of getting prozines®.®there’8 a wholesaler’s strike on
: in this area. I can’t get ANALOG, IF, GALAXYs F&SFOOO or anything
‘ new from the news stands® I may honestly save up money and subscrf.be
to every tougb-crunchied magazine in SF existence^
JACK GAUGHANt

Jims Pinky thing to do — to send only a card; but I9m rushed®
HOOP three was, I’m almost afraid to say it, legiblelMv gawH Is everything all
right? You feelin’ well? You’re out of your skull for going to the trouble and expense
to tip-in my drawings but I’m flattered® Thank you, sahi
What I meant about Sputniks and all-in HOOP three® s lettered — jmyj is that no
matter what cones along to goose the interest in SF the readers (as reflected in cir
culation figures) seen to stay about the same® I don’t believe in so-called wboomswo
There will. be more titles but no boom®
Good news about Fletcher —GREAT covert
— P.O® Box 516; Rifton, N®YO; 12471®

Jack, you come up with a point that really seems important.
71 Was the boom of the fifties really a boom? Vere there more readers
; at that time, or just the same number of people paying out more mon| ey for more magazines?
The SF Boom did draw more people to the field. It just expanded
bo fast that it burned out® STARTLING went monthly for awhile, you
; know.®.and the reason they went back to bimonthly (and eventually
? to ouarterly and finally folded) was because they couldn’t get peo=
3 pie to write for than® There weren91 enough writers willing to work
for a cent a word..®
Veil, I’d have to say that the readership did increase during
| the early fifties; it’s just that the number of people spread out
j over forty magazines or so® Eventually, the number dropped®
This pH comes to a head. Are there about one hundred thousand
aliens in this world who look like human beings but read and love
: science fiction? In the early fifties, was there some sort of mi■ gration to Earth®#ooand eventually, a disbursement of the aliens?

S : EAKO { ROM

D1WIWNATELY , WE ALSO HEAR FROM people who donH apI pear in the lettercol itself* Unfortunately, I say,
i because the;; also wrote interesting letters*taletters
j that just didn’t fit, for one reason or another0
_ ____ ___ —-—' i We heard from Joyce Fisher who says that she and her
—~
_------ J
are hard at work on ODD (which zine is my
choice for HUGOo) And then we heard from Gjl Lamont,
o says that he was never in hiding, just Fred Haskell, and Jim Young, and Frank
Stodolka and Minnesota Fandonu.»<>Gil continues? ’‘By the way, when I submit something
to a fms, my terms are? Return of ms« in best possible shape// No editorial change
without my consent(or at least knowledge)// Acknowledgement (immediate) of receipt
of story // Comments by editor before publication // free copy of fmzo”
And, along with Richard Fljnchbaugh and Fer Insulander, we heard from the author
of Chthon* Piers Anthony Jacobs* Jacobs wrote a mildly grouchy letter (considering
that he9s piled up to his head in work, the letter was quite a feat) to me, Bob
Vardman (and SAHD’/DRM) and Dean R« Koontz (editor of SF OPINION.,) Piers comes on
like he’s going to eat your goddam guts out, end then tells you helpful things* (Like
he talked about "The Awakening"j pro comment on a story is always helpful if you can
get ito)
If you sent me a letter or something — and it’s not here, I*m sorry* Blessings
on all of you* — JUZ®
LSO

You put out your hand at me
And ray face shook with the movement
Where did you put all the clothing?
It all disappeared, you say, last spring?
Why have you wept in the wastebasket
Where have you gone to ths sea.,ao
Now sing at meP let your voice
Come upon
body
like the haxosar on
the nailo Singo
Where have you got all my clothing?
Vhere have you taken* *a everything?
"Do not go gentle into that fine rage
All age should rave on the high hill,
’Call for pillars and Cecil B* De Millei’8
And wait for the shouts from the rafters*
Spinnings you come spinning, I remenbero**
In the bam of my life
There are candies of sunlight
In hills of forest and swirling?
There are testaments to reality
In lanterns on the lake shore
And the river all comes pouring on ray memories*
You put your hand to me that day,
You deserted me with a footstep on sand
You have changed the great sea into the lake,
That nestled, quaintly, in the ugly forest*

«Mnuu> Jim Young*

BOOK REVIEWS
By Jisi Young

Recently^ X latched on to several FawettCi’est books., (Ths Fawcett publications fall
saainly into three categories? Crest books —
primarily reprints and anthologies? Gold Mod
al books —- primarily new novels and antholo
gies? and Prester books — which is a Equality*
line* ** some textbooks, elassies and ’’waM^known5’
books published in it*)
If you. remember Fawcett books the way I do (from. having read them first in
fourth through seventh. grade, rereading last year), you’d think of them as a
poor puMlshiag house that prints lousy material*. True, they published Budrys®
ROGUE MDONooobut that was a long time ago*

There have been some changes and step-ups in production of their science
fictio^fantasy line*
The seven books I8m looking at right now comprise three novels, a Veils
anthology of two novels, and three new short-story anthologies*

Before reviewing the books, I want to take a look at the Rpacakgingw of
the volumes*
Beginning in Decembor, 1967, I started getting thorn, and at that time the
company was esqserimenting with ncmorage3 cover illustrations (for those of you
who haven’t read circ&-1953 GALAXfs, eamerago means a raantage-photographio-type
cover*) Now this kind of illustration, can be affective, but the covers for Fred,
Hoyle8s (and John Elliot8s) ANDROMEDA BREAKTHROUGH and the late Groff Conklin’s
last anthology, SEVEN TRIPS THROUGH TIME Al© SPACE are passable and not partic
ularly striking* The cover for Charles Eric Maine’s SURVIVAL MARGIN is a mid-way
piece, perhaps showing a trend toward ^realistic” cover illustration* The Damon
Knight anthology, WELDS TC COME definitely lias an attractive cover, and it’s the
turning point in the art-editor* s decision to go with non-abstract illustrations*
The covers for Fred Hoyle’s OCTOBER. THE FIRST IS TOO LATE is superb* It is both
symbolic and illustrative, not to mention colorful* The cover of the IL G® Wells
omnibus of VAR OF THE HORLDS and TH® MACHINE is really a work of arts while it
primarily illustrates VAR OF TIE VORLDS it can also illustrate TH® MACHU®* Both
covers of the last two books are, I think, by Richard Powers* Powers did abstract,
covers for SF books all throughout the 195O8 s* Ite can do magnificent woik in the
school of realism* (X personally like the realistic artwork over the abstxact for
illustrating fiction* I like these covers much better than the abstract cover
work done by many artists in the fifties^) Finally, STRANGE BEASTS AI© UNNATURAL
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< GITEMS, ,!> anthology
xi oy
,.i, t n Dcrea Steru, has a 195G-Sa urday
Ev^aiag ?Q£% type cover*6Owhich is tc sav that it isa’-’t & “heavy8 ©r overly real
istic piece, but a good KmiMw collage- illustration* Uhat I’m trying to say is
thiss Tills illustration is not a straight~realism5 but a water-color type of thing
that’s intriguing* Perhaps you ought to look at the cover of tills one to see what
I’m talking abouto Without a copy of the illo, I don’t see how I can explain it
to you*

(Aside: P* Schuyler Miller, in his ANALOG book review column, often makes ths
si stake of saying that someone who illustrates ’’mainstream” material is a realist
painter, as opposed to someone who illustrates sf* This is incorrect; most sf art
is of the realist school, because it attempts tc ’’photograph” a
scene., not
paint a symbolic generality or a thing’s feeling* Look at Powers9 work for most
ear?y Ballantine sf books; now that9 s of the non-roallst school, whether it be
abstraction or neo-impressionist* All but the first two covers are realist work
o ^and I guess I like them most because I want the cover painting to illustrate
the storyo)
I felt that I should cover the package of these books because just the high
quality of the package shows that the line has improved since Murray Leinster’s
VOUR HOM PLANET FIVE was typical Fawcett-Crest fair*
Now to the books«

The first two anthologies (SEVEN TRIPS THROUGH TIME AND SPACE; Groff Conklin,
Editor; Gold Medal; 231-01924-060; 60/; and WORLDS TO COME: Damon Knight, Editor/
Gold Medal; 231-01942-060; 60/) are, and I mean this in ali good possible connotations,
like THRILLING WONDER STORIES and STARTLING* That is not to say that they have lurid
covers and lousy writing for the most part* What that is to say, is that these books
are good ones to start out people reading sf — and also good books to read is you8re
an old hand,, If you’re read 1948-1954 TWSes and STARTLINGs you know what I mean*
The bocks have good line-ups: WORLDS TO COME has seme less well-known Clarke, Bradbury,
Asimov, John Da MacDonald, Heinlein, Kornbluth, Blish and H* Bo Fyfe —> less wellknown but always competent, always enjoyable, sometimes superb* The Conklin anthology
is an idea anthology: the idea being that °hard” science fiction of good quality is
still being written* There’s Cordwainer Smith, IL Bean Piper, Frank Herbert and Larry
Niven headlining this oneQ Not as impressive as the first one but, again, competent,

The Knight anthology is always entertaining* At times it presents near-great
material□ The C^kl in makes the mistake of using stories that are parts of a series*
Some stories don’t puU off so well., because they’re robbed of sane of their background
And yet, there’s always entertainment herej Conklin edited with good taste at the very
least* * Q and this anthology shows it* He helped sf more than many would realize5 but
that he were still among usS*»*
Tie other anthology is STRANGE BEASTS AI© UNNATURAL MONSTERS (Philip van Doren
Stella Editors 232-01166-060; Crest; 60/) and it’s in the WEIRD TALES vein* This is
also an idea anthology, and the idea central to the stories here is man’s association
with strange beasts and monsters* Not many of the stories are really well-known;
two of than are not perticularly good, to my mind* The book is good entertainment,
for the most part, with five top-knotch stories*
Charles Eric Maine is not one of my favorite authors; I warn you, I go to re
view this book with jaundiced eye* SURVIVAL MARGIN (231-01918-060; Gold Medal; 60/)
by Maine is a mediochre book* It is gripping in many spots, and keeps up pace well
ooobut it’s bl and o Maine writes hear about a near-end-of-th^-world; ” Hue ste Virus
Epidemic Nearly Kills Human Race” might be the headline on this if it were a news
paper story* And there’s most of the problem* Maine doesn’t get in and humanize his
people: Heinlein has done this too, but he can be convincing without really emotionall enmmnnieating characters: Charles
Eric Maine can’t be convincing without
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properly emotional writixig8 and he doesm4t write that way to
he doe^t really convince. It* s like a news story3 without fact to make it human.
Fred Hoyle and John Elliot wrote ANDfOIEDA BREAKTHROUGH (232-01080-060; Crest>
60$) as a sequel to A FOR MTROMEDA. Both were BBC tv plays; both the books are
low-key adventure. Not having seen the television productions, I can’t compare the
books to the theatrical productions. Compared to most sf, they’re a little juvenile,-,
That doesn’t mean that they should be dismissed, however. They stand under the
Heinlein end Norton juveniles, but they’re interesting always. What makes them juve
nile to my mind, is the treatment of the characters and ideas. You’ll have to take
it from there; my judgment is usually pretty good — but this is the kind of bool
that entertains each individual to a great or small extent.

Fred Hoyle is. a noted science fiction writer, however, and OCTOBER THE FIRST It
TOO LATE (232=0115 5-060; Crest; 60^1) show's why., Tills is a new idea. Seme sort of
something happens to time here, and different segments of Earth pop up from different
timeso (Murray Leinster used the idea back in 1934 —1 ia SIDEWISE IN TIME — but
Hoyle makes it a new idea — because of the way he hondlesthe situation and charactt<
I enjoyed this book immensely, even though some things weren’t fully explained; I
really think this is Hoyle8 3 best. Hoyle came on a little bit crustily in most of
his previous fiction. In this one, he’s writing out of today, not an updated 192S pr ' ■
X haven®t saved the following book for last merely because it8s the latest FawCett sf release. It8s the H. G. Nells, a volume with an introduction by Isaac Asimov
containing The, T^e Aching, and Th^ War of The Worlds (233-00384-075; Premier; 75$)
The reason I really saved tide for last is because this is the best book in the Faw
cett sf line yet published.
The introduction by Isaac Asimov is superb. If Isaac Asimov had the will to de
it, and the resources, he would do a much better job than Sam Moskowitz in recording
scientifletional history. Asimov doesn’t confuse history with opinion as easily
SaM does; and that’s why I say Ike would do a fine job as an historian.
This book is intended, I think, as a junioi>high school class-roam book. It’s
also really a nice volume for your collection. (Too bad it isn’t in cloth covers.'
If you’re an sf reader, you’ve read the Nells before, and I don’t think I need to
review them here. Suffice it to say that Nells is still readable today, whereas 9?s
of Ms ccMtmporaneous Victorian writers are impossible to wade through -— let alcx®
reach TIME MACHINE to my mind stands well in the light of world literature. VAR OF
THE WORLDS is a lesser work, but should be reach

I have one vexy minor complaint about the books It is blurted (though to
extent) that wIsaac Asimov presents two books by H. G. Wells...n This annoyed
little, because it reminded me of the old Alfred Hitchcock Hour. I wanted the
to be beautiful all the way through; except for something stupidly minor like

small
me a
book
this, it <:

Fawcett has improved slowly and somewhat unsteadily to a high average line. In
today8 s sf market,, where a /great deal of trash is (and worse yet, can be ) sold,
this is saying quite a lot.

The line-up for the third issue went gratifyingly like this;

®An-Lab® type buggers on EDOP THREE,

1} MINICON ONE REPORT...Jim Young
2)KUSSKE ON APAS«..Jahn Kusske
3) (tie) MINN-STF REPORT...Nate Bucklin
THE AWAKENING...Yr. Horrible Editoro

I don’t ask you to send ®labfi votes, but keep those cards...

TV c o©
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I decided io try the computer service as advertised in the University of
Minnesota’s student newspaper with no motive other than to see if I could meet
an interesting girl or two® However,, when XX Jim Young asked me for an article,
I happened to think of that, so here I anu
Hopefully, 1811 get Jia to print a copy of the foray so you’ll get an idea
of what it looks like and what my answers to it wore®

THE MANDATE FORM appears belowj
Fred’s answers are marked in a
circle or letters ar® placed in
double parentheses* ((

(Is For Women Too)
FINALLY, A NEW APPROACH TO COMPUTER DATING?
Insignificant factox’s such as the speed of your backhand at the ping pong
table, your cunning with the pin ball machine, and your interest in the dodd
bird are not used by MANDATE in computing your dates®
Instead, we have decided to match college students according to matter that
have proven to be more important in determining the success of a relationship
between a guy ®nd a girl® Topics ranging from sexual values to political
opinions are used to predict mutual attraction for you and your dates®«*
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
After each quasticm, you are given several alternatives for your response® For each question there is a corresponding number in the "response box"®
Merely write in the number of the alternative you select after the appropriate
number in the "response box"® *®*Qn questions such as number eight, where you
are given a scale with 5 choices, select the number (1-5) which is most rep
resentative of ycmr position on this scale®

VIEWS ON DATING // RELATIONSHIP AND SEX
Use the following alternatives in answering questions 1-4®1
*
(1) the most .Important (2) a very important (3) a slightly important (4) an
unimportant
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2} $&tual love

of a successful relationship*

3) Being *buddiesn is«*u((4))o.o element, of a successful relationsnip*

4) Intellectual compatibility isoc0((2))090element of a successful dating
relationship*
5) In a dating relationship, I like to:
1) spend most of our time together alone, without outside entertainmento
2) spend an equal amount of time together
by ourselves and with
other couples
spend most of our time enjoying other couples and enjoying entertainment
(4)go out only when there is something worthwhile to do
6) The role of male and female in a. relationship is in the proper balance ifs
(1) the male is stronger intellectually, more asserting , and emotionally
stronger*
(2) the male is more assertive but roles are otherwise equals
(oBboth are equally strong in intellect, self-assertion, and comforting
or'each othero
(4) they are equal except that the female offers the male more emotional
support*

7) X believe pre-a&rital sexual relations are?
(1)
wrong under any circumstance
(2)
pexmissabl® if in love and plan to be married*
(3)
peraissable if in love.,
pemaissable In any meaningful relationship*
permissable any time*
8) I am* «* sexually experienced,,
1
@
3
4
5
Very
Hot at all

9) I would like my dat®ss answer on the previous question to be:
1
® 3
4
5
Very
Hot at all
10) Finding a marriage partner is:
my main purpose in dating*
one purpose for my datingo
unimportant*
unimportant*
irrelevant, as I want to stay single indefinitely*

POLITICAL AND LEGAL VIST’S

H) Politically, I would classify myself as:
1
2
3
©
5
Conservative
Liberal

12) I am**** of our country®s involvement in Viet Name*
1
2
@
4
5
In strong support
Vehemently in opposition
13) College administrations5 restraints on freedoms outside the classroom is:
CD
2
3
4
Highly abusive & uimecesary

5
Quite Fair and necessary□

c

■J*) allege

x

4........a: ccetfuitU areas is:
Quite fair & necessary

Highly abusive

15) Abortion laws should:
(1)
remain as they are®
^2.) make more exceptions on medical grounds»
(Q) make more exceptions on. medical and psychological grounds®
(Z) be revamped so as to make abortion legal by any qualified doe tot®
16)Birth control pills should be available to:
(1)
only married women®
engaged or married ramen®
any woman over 20®
any woman over 17®
any womans

a

17) Hy opinion on the laws pertaining to marijuana is that:
(1)
they should be as strong or stonger in orber to curb its use®
(2)
penalties for use or
posession should be lowered®
Q) penalties for use or posession should not exceed a small fine®
^4)) marijuana should be legal®

18) The government should subsidize all college costs, making colleges free
to all?

12
Strongly agree

3

©

5
strongly disagree

19) Our system of economic competition and profit corrupts men, and makes for
perverted social goals®
1
@
3
4
5
Strongly agree
Strongly disagree

20) I believe that the government should make certain that everyone have equal
medical care^ the rich and the poor recieving
identical treatment®
x
W
^3
2
Strongly agree
Strongly disagree
PERSONALITY
21) I consider myself:
12
3
Very outgoing

@

5
Very reserved

22) I £anst stand to hurt anyone®s feelings:
((1)) true®
(
(2)
true to some degree®
(3)
false®
23) I would like my date to be:
1
2
@
4
5
Very outgoing
Very reserved
24) I_like to know what makes a person "tick”®
true
(2)
not always
(3)
seldom
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25) I feel ccmpelled to t:ry things that are dangerous or
true
sometimes true
seldom or never

scare sue

26) It is extremely important to me that everyone likes me;
true
all but those I dislike myself
only care what
a few of my best friends think of meo

f

27)1 like to be alone:
(1) very often.
on occasion.,
jei
(57 as little as possible

28) When I walk into a room full of strangers?
(1) I feel at ease
I feel uncomfortable,,
(3) I wish I weren’t there

29) X am extremely close to my parentso
(1) true
ms moderately close
(3) false
30) It hurts me when I hear of misfortunes of people I don’t knowc
(1) true
sometimes
'CD seldom or never
GENERAL INFOBMATION

31)

religion isaoo
t Protestant
Catholic
Jewish
other
unaffiliated

My date’s religion may be?
32)
33)
34)
35)
36)

Protestant
Catholic
Jewish
other
unaffiliated

{la Yes (2)
Yes (2)
(1) Yes (2)
|(1) Yes (2)
Qj) Yes (2)

M

No
No
No
No
No

37) Generally, peoole consider meooo
1
2
3
(£)
5
Unattractive
Extremely attractive

38)It iso<>o important to me that my date is attractive.,

CSpvery
(2)
(3)

somewhat
not

ABSOLUTES
39) Ify race is? ((£)) Caucasian

(2) Negro

(3) Mongolian

date"'s race my bos
40) Caucasian
41) Negro
42) Mongolian

Yes (2) No
Yes (2) No
Yes (2) No

Use the list at the right in answering th© next four questions®

43) My height is...((6)),
44ot45 My date should not be shorter
than ...((2)) ...or taller than
...((8))...
46) The optimum height for my date
XSa 000
47) I am currently a •••((!))••«
48»49) My date should be at least a
...((!))...and no more than a ...
((4)) —

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

5s or under
5s to 5®2s
5*2a to 5*4”
5” 4® to 5’6®
5‘6« to 5® 8®
55to 5’10®
5* 10” to 6’
6» to 6” 2®
6*2® or above

1) Freshman
2) Sophomore
3) Junior
4) Senior
5) Grad

1

e) Copyright 1968 by MANDATE (P.O. Box 1687; Madison, Vis.; 53701.)
W Reprinted from The Mjnneg-Qta DAILY of 14 February, 1968.
(( HASKELL CONTINUES....))

I had almost given up hope of hearing from the service, having waited abo’^
three months, when a computer list came with my name at the top, the names of ad
dresses of three people, and a rather ominous warning that reads "Ne encourage
both men and women to call people on their list. Ue hope you enjoy your dates
but we cannot endorse the character of any individual listed. We suggest you ob
serve the normal precautions you would follow before going on a blind date.” Well.
This didn’t scare me too badly, so I proceeded.
As I read the names, something struck me as being odd. Then I realized what
it was — one of the names was a boy’s nameH Well, that left two names.... (I
may be liberal, but not that liberals)

After earefull consultation with ths Minneapolis, St.. Paul and University of
Minnesota Student phone books, I discovered that another person listed either had
her name spelled wrong by Mandate (the name of the service), or didn’t have a
phone. Oh well.
Expectably, then, I was surprised to find no trouble in contacting the person
left. She seemed nice over the phone, and agreed to meet me on campus. I described
vaguely what I looked like and what I would be wearing, but I forgot to find out
how to recognize her. This didn’t really help my self-confidence any, but I proceeded.

I got to the art gallery at Cofftaan
Memorial Union (our arranged meeting
place) about the time we were to meet, but there were no girls there. The art was
particularly ghastly, so I was pretty bored after two minutes.. .but I hung around.
Shortly, a very good looking girl came striding more or less confidently toward me
(good grief, is she that good looking? On a computer date? Swelll) "Fred?” she ven
tured. I dug into my vast reservoir of witty repartee and hesitantly asked **June?®
Then we siimiltaneously said ”Hello.”
Ue sat and talked for awhile, and we seemed to get along real well. I was

impressed by her looks (although X don*t knew what she thought about me, and don't
really care to guess), and we -arranged a date,
We went to see the movie Festival which was showing on campus, The movie was
pretty good in my opinion (with a few reservations) but that’s beside the point, We
then went to eat and drove around for awhile.

When we got back to the boarding house where she llveds she seemed to be in an
awful hurry to get to the door, I analysed this situation quickly with my superior
rintelleet and, not wanting to press the matter, imediately shot out my right hand
for a firm good-aight-handshake. She seemed relieved.
Oh well, I can always try writing to that on© with no phone,, , ,

Fred Haskell®

FANZINE REVIEWS FW THE WICKED TYPER OF YIU IDRRIBLE EDITORO
Gad but the zines pile up?, There should have been an issue out in June, so
t I wouldn’t have all of these things to review,. I have a pile of zines at
It a foot in height sitting on ray deskoBO<»
There are some sines that I have wore than one issue of, so I’m only going
■ review the latest issue and rate any previous issues rather than review thenu
A s a last minute measure to save space and time (the zine is going to be run off
1 ■sorrow and I donH have this tiling done yeti Help J) I®m going to give a short
-’lew and then rate the zines on a ten-point scale, one being low, ten being higho
OCiAN 34°39 (Hank Luttrell; 2936 Barrett Station Rdo; Kirkwood, Moo; 63122;
The OSFA Newsletter; Monthly; contributions and news or 15/ each or 12/|lo50o)
OSFAN is a nice, regular newszine^ You may liave heard some of the news
previously, but it’s all covered hereo Chris Couch reviews fanzines each lssueQ
Good mimeographyo Average of all issues, 8^

HAVERINGS 33-34 (Ethel Lindsay; Courage Bouse, 6 Langley Ave„; Surbiton, Surrey;
UKo UoSo Agent is Redd Boggs; P»CO Box 1111;
Berkeley, Califo; 94701o
Available if your zine is reviewed or 6 for $1 or 8/-o)
This is trie deservedly famous (well.®ooit ought to be) review zine from
Britain; Ethel somehow comes up with the most interesting fiaz reviews I’ve seen
(outside of anybody reviewing mrything of mine.,) She also keeps on schedule
very well* Recommended o 7o
NIKTOD 11 (Al Snider and Dwain Kaiser; money to Snider at 1021 Donna. Beth; West
Covina, Califo; 91736; contributions to Kaiser at 1397 No Second Ave*; Upland,
• Ifc;91786a 50/ per, 2/$K "BimonthV-irregular>n)

This is a big friendly bugger coming out from the land of VALAPA and my
■ st days in fandonu (Not that I lived in California; I pubbed my first zine in
VALAPA in 1966)o All of the mimeography is fine; most of the artwork is satisfactory;
c-rt o', it is gloriously fine„
Contents vary from. Jim Kieth on the I CHING to Ted Uhite on the F-Uncon; and
: .ere’re editorials from both editorso (Dwain has a very bad liabit of writing run71. sentences all over the place; I can’t abide run-ons., I had a very bad time indeed
gating through his editoriala
Good lettered, too.. All in all, 7®

The repro end art Is town dis issue from lastxr.
Contents are doia
lit
tie &oo# which is too bad* Cory Seidman is a charming (charming, hell droo\ >.
fanzine editress, and pulls the thing off* Only a four on this one (4); but
it’s alive and moving,

CRY 175 (0 (The Busbys, Wally Weber and Vera Heminger. Money tc Vera at 302U
108th Ave. So E*; Auburn, Wash*; 98002* Contribs and LoCs to Elinor Busby at
2852 14th Ave. W*j Seattle, Wash*; 98119* Eight times a year, 25/ per, or 4/^1 •
no subs for more than a bucko)
Caloo callayi Oh franjams dayS CHf®s back with a color cover and alii
Actually this GHZ isn’t the best of them all, but it’s here, and it’s alive,,
and it9s on its way upll Wally Weber is funnier than ever, and RoyTacket and the
editors fill out the rest of the zine* Only a 6 tills time, but wait around^
WARDOCH 24 (Richard Bergeron; T1 East 68th St*; New York, N* Y* j 10021* Contribs.
trades or
Quariierly, no sub-price listed,,)
WARHDON is back tool It I’eminds me of the days when I was first thumbing late
Ruth Benaan’s fanzine file, with Jean Berman explaining things to me*** Glory,
glory, glory* Now all we need is VOID back, because SHAGGY’s been revived.
WARHOON this time has Bob Sto, Harry Warner, Walter Breen, end Robert A., '
Lowndes on many things* Also, James Blish has a short note on the music in 2001=
(Did you know that all the music in the movie is non»original? I knew the two
Strauss pieces were (by two different Strausses at that), but not the cliantings
from the slabs****) Walt Willis continues THE HARP THAT ONCE OR TWICE.6.oi
beautiful, beautiful*** Wowie zowie* An honest-to-god 10.
WARIDOK 2J was also recieved, and it only gets an 8|* (Only!)
Nice art, too* * * *

PSYCIDTIC 26 (Richard Eo Geiss; P* 0. Box 3116; Santa Monica, Calif*; 90403* PSI
is available for 50/ or the usual* On© issue subs, only*)
a-pss» Barens another biggy* Only this one ought to get an eleven. Wav
Tcx3 White, Norman Spinrad, Earl Evers, Lairy Stark and Geis are the main con
tributors* The lettered is the meeting place, by ghod, of just about all fandom
(But do they have Arthur Leo Zagat?) This even beats WARHDON, which is hard to
believe* 10*
PST 25 gets a 9i*«»Geis even improves^

YANDRO 181 (Robert & Juanita Coulson; Route #3; Hartford City, Ind*; 47348* Contribe, but mostly moneys 40/ per, 4/il*5O, l?/|4o000 Monthly, or thereabouts.)
Buck end Juanita say they don’t want to be reviewed or they811 zap the
reviewer* I won’t review them but just give them 8* (Just in case, here’s a
bull’s eye so they can take careful aim when using the ol’ zap gun*) (^7
L’ANGE JACQUE 1 (Ed Reed; 668 Westover Rd*; Stamford, Conn*; 06.902* 25/, 20/ in
stamps, or 5/S1* quarterly or soo**and of course available fcr trades and contribs •
For a first issue not bad* Light ditto, good thing on NEW WORLDS., good Jack
Gaughan cover* Fine chance for improvement* (Ed must be out of his head; he’s
going to try and pub a French edition*, ..maV.eu^sment'Z) A 4 on this, but >.t*U get
better*

(Wally Weber and Otto Pfeifer; all correspondence to Box 267; 507 3rd Ave*; Sv

s

:■

for ^jrAribs, „ * a pric^ lizted.)

.■RE doesn^t have too much artwork, and the written material isn’t so hot.
Yet it has a certain peculiarity that appeals to m5inner senses* *« I like WRR
and its personalities* 4*

THE LOV-DOWN (Richard Labonte; 971 Walkley Read; Ottawa 8, Ontario; Canada*
One-shot, 15£*)
This is one of the best one-shots done, that I’ve seen* What it is, is a
review of all the material nominated for Hugo awards* Some of the materiel
is not particularly well-written, but for the most part;, the sine is good* 6*

DYNATRON 36 (Roy Tackett; Tack’s Seitch; 915 Green Valley Rd* No V*; Albuouercue,
No K*; 87107* Quarterly, or thereabouts, and you get it for the usual or 25# per,
4/ $1*00 — equal to one bucko)
DYNATRON this time around has some poor reprot but it’s fun* Roy can write
well, Japanese fan Takumi Shibano rambles around, and in general, get it*** 6g*

BROWN STUDY #7 (Charlie, Marsha, and Shiela Brown; 2078 Anthony Ave*; Bronx, N, Y*;
10457* One shot**«I don’t really know how X got, let alone how you’d get it****)

This is a wild and wooly (and Fuzzy Pink) one shot,o®all about Lunaeon and
Boskone* Good fun* 7*
j

’

MANTICORE (Mike Zaharakls; 802 11th Av* N* W.; Minot, No D*; 58701, Quarterly,
I’d guess, 50# or contribs*)

. MANTICORE has some troubles, but good editorial personality* Troubles lie
marly in the area of repro end material. You out there 8 You can solve the
contribution problem* Repro is mike’s problem, and will be worked out yet*
Nice cover by Kris Carrey, some good inner illos* Material is mostly fiction,
but there® s a good editorial too., 6 on this one*
LOCUS 5 (Charlie Brown; 2078 Anthony Ave»; Bronx, N» Y*; 10457* Ed MeSkya and
Dave Vanderwerf editorial assistants* "At least biweekly”; 15# per, 2/25#, 10
for $1*00* "Ve prefer letters and news to subscriptions*")
Here’s another newszineo.*perhaps this one will take the place of SF WEEKLY;
it’s more frequent than SF TIMES or OSFAN* Covers con news well, some European
news* Very informative* 7^ here*
GLAMDRING 7 (Bruce Pels; Box 100, 308 Westwood Plaza; Los Angeles, Calif*; 90024*
Monthly; trade;(or if you don’t pub a sine) 2/25#*)

This is a good service to fandom here; something like Miss Lindsay9 s HAVFRINGS
from out LA way* All ftaz reviews and/or listings* APA news too, though not too com
plete* 7*
ECCO 4 (Randy Will lams; Box 581; Liberty, N, C,; 27298* Quarterly? He doesn’t say0
25# per or 6/$lo And of course, contributions end trades*)
Ecco would be a crudzine if it weren’t for the lettereol* Somehow; Randy has
managed to get very good LoCs from many people* Somewhat audaciously, he’s used
a PLAYBOY illo (photo of a seminude) for his cover; you have to watch that kind of
thing because of the copyright shtick, Randy* Also somewhat audaciously, Randy
blurbs much of his fiction as Wnew wave5* writing* .And most of the "new wave” writers
don’t even know what it is* Oh well* It will improve, but ECCO 4 gets a 4*

-3^-

a copy, '

A nicely printed, and to ma somotima^ mt crashing, ’omics zine-. 6|,

SCIENCE FICTION TIMES 455 (Ann F. Diets; Box 559 Morriss Hts» Station; Bronx, N.Y.;
10453. Monthly, 30$ per, $3.00 yearly.)
The best newszine going* Printed up, good coverage of news and feature. 9.

ETHERLINE II 4&5 ( Leigh Edmonds; 19 Somerset Pl.; Melbourne, Victoria; Australia*
theoretically monthly; |1.20 Australian annually (that*s a little less in dollars
American, isn’t it? I donno...) and also available for the usual,)
Terrific mimeograph even if it is hazy at times. Good illos for most part*
wilting fair to good, 4« 5i; 5s 6.

SOPHISTICATED 4 St5 (They don’t give a name, just Lone Star Publications; 6533
Brairhaven Dro; Dallas, Texas; 75240, Monthly, no price, so try contributing...)
GadcS This is the most insane damn zine I’ve ever seen. Too bad the repro
and contents aren’t better. It might really be outrageous if it were good. 4«2; 5a

SXRRDISH 7 (Leigh Couch; Rt. 2, Box 889; Arnold, Mo.; 63010., Quarterly, 35$ per,
3/$lo Contribs and published LoCs and trades.)

qt

Good stuff here. Jack Gaughan autobiographies himself; Harry Warner, Jr.
writes some history; two poems by Roger Zelazny8 Very fine zine, tho repro is poor. 7.

TOMORROW AND0<x>l (Jerry lapidus; 3127 Flint House; 5825 Woodlawn Ave.; Chicago^ Hl.;
60637. Irregular; contribs of all kinds, or 12$ worth of stamps*)

Our neighbors to the south have a club started up again.«.U of CM SF club.
Poor ish, but a beginning* Somewhat interesting SF Quiz. 2| here.
ODD 19 (Ray and Joyce Fisher; 4404 Forest Park; St. Louis, Mo*; 63108. Quarterly;
printed contributions or 75$ single, 4 for $2,00.)
Beautiful. This is the best ODD so far; Art is all terrific, repro is litho
and offset. Writing is the best yet. Vignette by Roger Zelazny, an article by Ted
White, an article on Wagner’s Ringen des NibQlengen (do I have that right?) by
Harry Hamer, sad a comic strip by Vaughn Bode? headline this issue. A 10 here.
DREEGH 1 (Bruce Frestrom; P.O. Box 647; Eugens, Oregon; 97401* Wants trades, LoCs
and contribs most, but otherwise 40$<> "highly
irregular.”)

Nicely Mmeoed first ish; Interesting comments which are mostly review; good
editorial sections. Illos are all fair to good, but rare. 5 on this one.
p

MONSTROSITIES (Doug Snr.th; 302 Murray Lane; Richardson, Texas; 75080;
no schedule given. The usual or 20$; 25$ in an envelope.)

Obviously a first issue, but it may improve. Some artwork
is mice, same’s bad. Most written material bad to fair. 3^.
EN GUARDE 4 (Richard Schultz; 19159 Helen; Detroit, Mich.5
48234> quarterly or so; contribs or 60$.)

This is a nice zine; dedicated to THE AVENGERS (and X
want Miss Rigg back?) Very good and interesting. 9.
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.'J 5 is shm for 50?

Good poetry from. Onna McCoratok.v 5«

T’< CAVORTING BEASTIE (Mike Gilbert; 1419 V„ Donald Sto; Waterloo, Io =; 50703□
•‘Semi--bimonthly” <, 20? per or one year for one buck, or the usualo)

Another very slim one© This one doeenH have much in it; not too ho to 3=
PERIHELION 5 &4 ( Sam Bellotto Jro; 190 Willoughby Sto; Brooklyn, Noll; 11201o
Bimonthly, contribs, or 40# per copy*)

Excellently printed zine with superb artu Mostly medim-quality fiction, though,
borne serious-type articles that are worthwhile., Hope that ites content can improve., 8|o
QUIP 8 (Amie Katz? 98 Patton Blvd*; New f^de Park, NOYO; HQ40o bimonthly, and
available for the usual or 50# a copy — no subscriptions..)

This is the best QUIP in a long time« Good Ted White article, interesting
editorial on Baycon, Harry Varner on CHANTICLEERo Very fineo This gets a 9=
OSFIC (Peter Gill; 3.8 Glen Manor Dr^j Toronto 13, Canada- Monthly, but no prices)

This zine would improve if it could get better contribe® Now there3s the
crux of the whole problem, with this zine, and all other new zines® Gets a 5®
HUGIN AND MININ 5 (Richard Labonte; 971 Walkley Rd<>; Ottawa 8, Ontario; Canada®
No schedule listed; 25# or 5/$l®00; or the usualo)

Better than the other Canadian. Clubzine I’ve gotten (forgot to mentionit,
but OSFIC is a club zineOn» getting rushed and need space)» Still, it’s dry® 5g hereo

SHANGRI LB AFFAIRS 73 (Ken Rudolph; 745 He Spaulding Aveo; Los Angeles, Calif®; 90046=
Bimonthly, contribs, trades or 50#)
SHAGGYis back, and it9s good to have it around® This incarnation, its huge,
litho, and beautiful® Art by hundreds of people (and a strip by Vaughn Bode?); Ted
White article; Jim Schumacher column; fine lettereolo Better than ever. 10 on this®

GRANFALLOON 3 (Linda Eyster; 1610 Belvedere Blvd®; Silver Spring, Md®; 20902®
Five a year; 30# per, 4/$l>00o Or the usualo)
Some nice illos here; A mediochre Marconrep by Jerry Kaufman, notes on the
Marcon by editorial people, and a Dis clave report.. Fair lettereol®pleasant but a 4°

Yes friends, get ya red hot
HOOPS

Get HOOP from

Jim Young
1948 Ulysses St® No Eo
Minneapolis, Mian,.
5 5418

--^7-

Why, all these people say neat
tilings about it I Jack Gaughan?
MMigawd, I’m almost afraid to
say itl It’s legibleoou”
Dick Geiss ”Up and comings Bet
ter at this stage than the old
PSY ever was, at #3 that isow
Wowie zowiel Ain”t that great, gang?

If you get a copy of HDCP, you* re bound to wonder why...so, here' s why..* t, . .
( } You subscribe,, Your gub-mds with issue number
_ »
P9 I®d like a contMb*
( ) You4 re mentioned in here somewhere.
( ) Zou®re not mentioned, but we said, What the heck«.H (What the heck”* see?)
( ) You contributed material* ( ) I printed it*
) You have a pubbed LoC,
) You cmtrlbuted srtiwork* ( ) I used it*
) We aliso heard from you..**
) Your sine is reviewed inside liere*
J Yau publish ,.
.... .
. .. * and Pd like to
trade* (Please?)
( ) We trade zines *
( ) You reviewed HOOP*
) You’re a pro!
) T°d like to be reviewed,
) Because I wanted you to ’mve it*
Because
wanted you to get it0
})) You
sentIme
f so you get JWP*
OTHERS
)) You
rylast
mailing
and unless
won’t get
for awhile*
This4reis on
the
issuelist
you get
Youoff
Do Something
9

I
1

Ken Fletetos ls 24, 29^ 33,
36, Back confer*
Jack Gaughant 17, 328 37

Ed Reed? 6*

Fletcher mid Young: % 18*
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